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Anderson, Medeiros student trustee finalists
Magee, Pearce, Rossi fall short of mark in primary campaign bids·
By Marci Hahn
Comment staff
The primary elections for the
position of Student Trustee narrowed the race down to two candidates, Greg Anderson, and CU!fent
Student Government Association
President Marcia Medieros. The
primary elections were held in the
Campus Center last Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The margin of votes between the
two candidates was close, Anderson accumulated 364, and
Medeiros had 321. Other con- tenders who were vying for the position of Student Trustee were
Chairman of the Congress Patrick
Pearce, who had 179 votes, Congressman Tom Magee, with 165
votes, and Congressman Brent
Rossi, with 146 votes.
Anderson is a Resident Assistant
at Durgin Hall. Medeiros is SGA
President and a member of the Phi
Sigma Sigma sorority.
Anderson said,"My personal
experiences as both a commuter
cont. on p. 3

By Marci Hahn
Comment staff

Elections Director Lisa Clary (background) keeps tally as Charles Bata and Jennifer Shaw
assist in counting ballots Wednesday evening. (Staff photo by Debra Willis).
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When winter break is over,

The fall semester will
consist of 15 weeks, while the
spring semester will have one
extra week. for a .total of 16.
Classes for the fall semester
will end on Wednesday,
December
13.
Final
examinations will begin on
Friday, December 15 and
conclude the following week

International
night at BSC

BSC Baseball
4for5
over weekend
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Franklyn Jelliter addresses Trustees

· :::-;,.

Chancellor defends proposed tuition hike

on December 21.

Comment staff
The calendar for the 1 SOth
academic year has been released
by Acting President Rondileau:
Students attending Bridgewater
State College in the fall
semester will be moving into
their residence ·halls on
September 5, and heading back
to classes on Wednesday,
September 6.

The two candidates who.will
be competing for the position
of SGA President were chosen
in the primary elections this
past Tuesday and Wednesday.
The candidates are Michael
Rothberg, who was in the lead
with 455 votes. Christopher
Concheri, who will be running
against him in the final
elections, had 333 votes. Also
running was Craig Hall, who
had 273 votes.
Rothberg wished to thank
everyone who voted for him,
and said "It is important to
vote for a candidate who will
best represent you, the
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calendar announced
By Bryon Hayes

Concheri,
Rothberg
to try for
President

classes resume on Tuesday.
January 16. The examinations
for the spring semester will
commence on Thursday, May
17, with classes ending on
May 15. Final exams end on
Wednesday, May 23.
Commencement exercises
for the graduating seniors in
the Class of 1990, the 130th •
graduating class, will be held
on Saturday, May 26. ·

There will once again be a
two week spring break, which .
will fall during the middle two
weeks on the month of March.
It will commence on Saturday,
March IO and end on Sunday,
March 25.
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By John R. Burns, III
Comment staff

Chancellor of Higher Education
Franlyn Jenifer visited Bridgewa"ter State College for the first time
in two years, last Thursday, to
speak at the monthly meeting of,
the Board of Trustees. Topics
covered included a proposed 7.7%
tuition hike, and a need for Bridgewater, along with other state colleges, to define a specific mission,
or concentration, which it hopes to
achieve in the relatively near future.
Regarding the tuition hike,
Jenifer outlined- a plan, begun· last
year, to develop a "Margin of Excellence" for state college quatity
improvement.
"In
order
to
move
forward," Jenifer said, "you need
... two things. You need strong leadership, and you need money."
Jenifer's "margin" is his plan to
provide some of tht money.
According to his explanation
Thursday, the basic concept of the
plan is to implement a system of
"tuition retention" by the individual campuses of the system. This
means that a portion of the tuition
collected. (the entire amount of the
increase, according to Jenifer),
would be kept at the college, with
specific limitations on what prpgrams. it can or cannot be
for.
For example: If a student was
paying $100 in tuition, before, the

used

Chancellor of Higher Education Franklyn Jenifer stresses a
point at last Thursday's Trustees' meeting. (Staff photo by
Bryon Hayes).
trolled by a clause of. the policy
which prevents fees from being
raised above 30% of tuition cost.
(The student with the $100 tuition
cannot be charged more than $30
in fees.)
Jenifer based the financial aid
claim on the idea that "when you
raise tuition, it's a statewide action." "If you raise tuition, you
raise financial aid," he continued.
"If fees go ·up, the college can't
raise financial aid" to help cove r
the increase.
Strong leadership was another
point on which Jenifer· spent a
good deal of time.
· the same time preventing fees from
"There are .several colleges in
skyrocketirtg, and helping financial the state, and Bridgewater is one of
aid recipients to continue in the them, which are· on the threshold
colleges.
of being truly unique. They just
He said the fees would be con- .cont. onp. 7
whole amount went into a pool,
wqich was then divided among the
college budgets. With last year's
13%.hike, the student would have
paid $113. The extra $13 would
be kept by the college it was paid
to, while the same $100 as before
was pooled for the budget.
Roughly $8 million was raised
in this manner last year, according
to Jenifer, and kept on individual
campuses. Jenifer expects the proposed new hike to double that
amount to $16 million, next year.
Arguing for the plan, Jenife:i;
claimed that it would provide the
funds the colleges need, while at
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tlie Way ...

C~ngress

Members of the sorority Gamma Phi Beta-held a Rock-a-thon to help raise money for the
Children's Physical Developme ntal Clinic. Pictured are Danielle Mastro, Paula Demer, Terri
Crosby, Kim Molle, Mary Canavan, and Linda Lima. (Staff photo by Debra Willis).

Corrections Policy
Readers are encouraged to call to the Editors' attention factual errors, or errors of ommission, by calling
our office at 697-1200, ext. 2158, or by writing Editor, The Comment, Campus Center, BSC, Bridgewater MA
02325. When justified, corrections will be published promptly and candidly.
It is our goal to produce a high-quality newspaper, measuring up to, or exceeding industry standards in every
possible way. Your assistance in meeting this goal is greatly appreciated.

:You are cortfia([y invitee£ to ce(e6rate a .Liturgy honoring those .
retiring from our Co{[ege Community on Sunaay, .!llpri[30, at 7
o cfocl( in tlie evening
1

The Catholic ~enter• Brudgewat er State College• Bridgewater, Massachus etts

Student Governme nt Associatio n Chairman of the
Congress Patrick Pearce called an emergency meeting
of the Congress to discuss legal matters and determine
the wording of a referendum question which will
appear on the voting ballots this Tuesday and
Wednesday.
At their Tuesday night meeting, the Congress voted
to retain a lawyer to seek further legal action against
the Board of Trustees for their imposition of the $125
deficit assessment fee. Robert Bush is the lawyer who
has been retained. As of yet, no contract has been
determined . The contract would be determined at a
later date through a contingenc y plan, and SGA
President Marcia Medeiros would work out the
contract. It would still have to be determined if Bush
would accept the SGA's case.
Numerous members of the Congress wondered
· whether or not the students will see this as a viable
action for the Congress to take. The Congress will
meet this afternoon to attempt to place on the ballot a
referendum question, asking students if they would
approve of this course of action.

SGA's Final Election s to be held
The Student Governme nt Associatio n would like to
remind students that Final Elections will be held this
Tuesday and Wednesda y, April· 26 and 27,
respectively. Elections Director Lisa Clary urges all of
the student body to get out and vote.

Bake sale for homeless to be held

Seniors and Grad Students:

----

A group of student~ from the Social Work

p

FAMERICA~ TODAY'S CHEVROLET"'

holds emergen cy meeting

m

10

"he

.

Burrill Avenue Academic Building from 7 a.m. until
7 p.m. The money raised will benefit the hungry and
homeless people in the area.
The second location for the bake sale will be at the
tables across from the Bookstore from IO a.m. until
2 p.m. This group is encouragi ng everyone on
campus to show up and help them raise money for
the homeless and hungry.

Thought for the Week================
" .. .it is more beautiful than the love that has
weathered the sto~s of life .. :Th~ love of the young
for the young"· that is the begmnmg of life. But, the
love of the old forthe old, that is the beginning of--of
events longer."
·
--Jerome Klapka Jerome--

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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Get anew
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*2 .9% APR is based

1989 CHEVROLET~

and $400an d
defer your first

paymen t for.
90days

Congratulations, graduates! We think you
cleseive credit for all that hard work That's why we
offer the GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan to
help putyou into a new CHEVROLET
The plan gets you going on a credit history.
And it gets·you $400 plus a 90~~~y_deferment of
start of payments. This deferral" of payment option
ls not available in connection 'Nith other GMAC

programs. Finance charges accrue from the date of
purchase.
You've earned your tt.irn at the wheel. And
we want to help you get it. So see us soon for a
great deal-and details about the GMAC College
Graduate Finance Plan. GMAC is an Equal Credit
Opportunity Company.
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Middle boro
Call Today
947-2600 or Toll Free 1-800-523-9202

"Dear .••. Have you seen the beet brains I
.
bought for supper tonight?"

The Comm ent

Ind ust rial Day deals with several topics
""'

On Wednes day, April 19, the
Departm ent of Manage ment Science and Aviation Science sponsored Industry Day 1989. The
event dealt with the industries of
banking and insurance, and how
the changin g times will effect this
industry.
The day opened up with an introducti on by Professo r Carlton
Donche ss, who organiz ed the
event this year. He was followed
by Acting Presiden t Rondile au,
who spoke to welcom e everyone,
and Chairper son Frederic k Sheppard, who provided the opening
commen ts.
The first speaker StepJi~n P.
Brown, a sales representative from
Evergreen Aviation, who spoke on

"Aircraf t Leasing", a topic of
obvious interest to students majoring in Manage ment and Aviation
Sciences.
Followin g him was Paula W.
Gold, the Massach usets Secretar y
of Consum er Affairs and Business
Regulations . She spoke on the
topic of "Govern ment Regulations
Concern ing Banking and Insurance,,. Gold was a featured
speaker here in the spring of 1988,
when she spoke on how the marketplace effects the consumer.

Econom ist with Bank of Boston
gave a lecture on "Interna tional
Banking ", and Robert B. Caira,
Bank Marketi ng Consulta nt with
Bank of Boston spoke on 'The
Changing Bank Marketp lace".
Afterwa rds, several panel discussion s took place, includin g
"Oppor tunities in Insuran ce",
"Bankin g Opportu nities for Accounting /Finance Majors" , "Banking Opportunities for Manage ment
and Market ing Majors ", and
..Banking Opportu nities for Minorities".
The turnout for Industry Day
1989 was very good. and the information given was helpful to anyone pursuing a career in insurance,
banking , or other related fields.

Robert Martin, Presiden t of the
Goodale Insurance Compan y gave
an insurance workshop, before the
group broke for lunch.
After the break, Dr. James B.
Thombla de, a Senior International
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0 Tr us tee
ele cti on
com.from p. 1
and as a resident student have
given
me
a
healthy
appreci ation for the many
needs.
concer ns,
and
expecta tions of our student
body."
He also said "I
continue to stand by my belief
that the trustee must be able to
identify with the diverse
student groups in evidenc e on
our campus."

the positio n of Student
Trustee . She feels that she has
more experie nce than Anderson
does, since she has been
involve d with the SGA for
three years, and also had a great
deal to do with organizi ng the
rallies and other events
connec ted with the $125 fee
hike. She adds that if elected,
there will be two women
firsts, Adrian Tinsley as first
worn an

Medeiros feels that she is
the most qualifie d person for

Presid ent,

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and book s,
thanks to the New GI Bill.

Not to ment ion my mon thly Arm y
Guar d payc heck s. They 'll adc;l up to

Guard!r.~ help me pay:it bac ·

When my friends and I gradua.ted
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They
d up in car washes and
hamburg·erende
J• OifitS, putting in long hOllf S
for 11•tile pna.y·
Not me. I\1y job takes just one .
weekend a Il10ll fu and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'ip. earn.in~ ~18,000 for college. ·
Because I 101ned my local Anny
National Guard.
·
Th.ey're the people. wh.o help o.ur
state dunng emergenoes like humcanes and floods They're also an
imEortant part of our. country's military.·
'.
de .ense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an impo
rtant job,
they1're helping me
•t
thr
makei
ough schoo..
·

0

$1,SOCJ ayear, p}us ·interest.
It all adds Ul> to $1?,000-· or n:iore
-for college for JUSt a httle of my qme .
And that's.a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO .

SEE YOUR LOCAL REC RUI TER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOL L-FR EE
S00-638-7600;i: OR MAIL THI S
UPON·

~?.waii:

~uerto

737-5255;
Rico: 721-455-0; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
CSt. Croix); 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In .Alaska, consult your
local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Governm ent as represent ed by the Secretary of Defense
.
All rights reserved.

~
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I MAIL TO: Anny National Guard, P.O. BQX 6000, Clifton. NJ 07015. I
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Medeir os as the first woman
Student Trustee .

"ROW I MADE SI ,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
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H er e & T he re
Inte rna tion al
Intern ationa l Saudi financier arrest ed as accomplice

HO U IN W.
YO U TO BE A
CO LL EG E INT ER N
FR EE GR AD
SC HO OL TU ITI ON ,
ST IPE ND , AND JO B
EX PE RIE NC E SE ND
A RE SU ME LE TT ER
OF INT ER ES T TO
C.I . SE AR CH CI 0
BR YA N AL FO RD
HO US ING OF FIC E
BO YD EN HA LL

Adnan Khashoggi, the ostentatious
Saudi financier once reputed to be the
world's wealthiest man, was arrested
Tuesday on charges he helped Ferdinand
and Imelda Marcos hide riches stolen
from the Philippines.
The jet-setti ng arms merchant,
allegedly the man who broke the IranContra arms deal, was seized by police at
an elegant Bern hotel and jailed, said
Pierre Schmid, assistant director of the
Swiss Federal Police Office.
Schmid said the arrest came shortly

.Residence Hall Council is a group of residence hall
students who represent the basic unit of residence hall
government.
It is the policy of the advising board.for the ~ffice··of
Housing. It promotes the organization and serves as a
communication netwo rk for all residence hall students.
In addition, the council implements progr amsfo r the
entire residence hall population.
If this sounds interesting, pick ~p a job description· and
nomination papers. They are available this week in
front of the bookstore, Maureen Healy's office (G-14
Pope Hall) and any resident director's office.

POS ITIO NS
PRE SID ENT S
VIC E-PR ESID ENT

SECRETARY
TREASURER
PUB LIC REL ATI ONS DIR ECT OR

AND
FIV E MEM BER S-A T-L ARG E

The indictment accuses the ousted
Philippines dictator and his wife of stealing
more lhan $I 00 JD illion from the Philippines·
treasury to buy real estate and expensive art
objects in New York.

Na tio na l-- --- --- --- -Claim of achievement of nucle ar fusion
A scientist said Tuesday a controlled,
simultaneous test of a University of Utah
chemist's claim to have achieved nuclear
fusion in a jar of water proved the energy
produced did not come from a chemical
reaction.
Robert Huggins, Stanford University
professor of material sciences, said bis
experiment using palladium eleetrodes in
jars of heavy water and plain water in a
picnic basket produced energy that may
have resulted from fusion.
Huggins said he can't be sure the energy
is from fusion, but is certain it is not from

a chemical reaction, as some other
scientists have speculated.
He ran five experiments over two weeks
using a jar of heavy water, or deuterium
oxide, and a jar of plain water. He said that
if the experiments had the same results it
would determine that the energy was not
from fusion.
Instead , he· found much higher
temperatures from the deuterium, which
meant the energy probably was not a
chemical reaction because there is no
essential chemical difference between the
two kinds of water.

'.
brother disagree s

RE SID EN CE HA LL
CO UN CIL PO SIT ION S
OPEN.

after the US Embassy tipped off Swiss
authorities that Khashoggi was in the capital
and demanded his arrest
Khashoggi, the Marcoses, five other
people and a· Califomian bank were indicted
in October by a US District Court in New
York.

with the coroner's decision that his
brother's death was suicide. Hoffman was
a longtime radical activist
"Anyon~ who knew my brother knew he
never would have walked away from a
challenge,"'·. said. Jack .Hoffman of
Framingham. "If he were going to commit
suicide, he would have held ·a press
conference beforehand."
An autopsy on Abbie Hoffman's body

'

revealed he consume d as many as 150
tablets of phenoba rbital, a type of

sedative, and some alcohol before he died
in bed at age 52 in his New Hope, Penn.
home April 12.
'There's no hiding the fact my brother
was a manic depressive and he did a lot of
drugs over the last seven years to treat it
Abbiewas very careless with drugs. He
was in the process of writing a book about
manic depressiveness. He wouldn't have
walked away without finishing the job."

Loc al
Mayo r says hospital.will be test of Bush' s comm itmen t
In Boston, Mayor Ray Flynn's
administration plans to appeal directly to
President .George Bush to win $170
million in f¢eral financing for Boston
City Hospital, officials said yesterday.
Mary Nee, director of the mayor's
Office of Capital Planning, said Flynn will
push to make 'the new hospital an
"example" of how Bush can meet his
commitment to inner cities.

Nee said the application will be
submitted in four to eight weeks, about a
month later than the city's original target
deadline of April.
· Flynn and city officials have said that
fonding for the new hospital has been
jeopardized by state budget cuts which
have weakened the city's financial·
position.

Boating accident takes two men's lives
A boating accident claimed two men's exposure· and released
. The spakesman
lives Monday ·in the rough waters in said Richard was
below deck when the
Scituate. Richard 'Kelley, the survivor, boat capsized
and has no idea what
was devastated in the wake of the tragedy. happened.
Joseph Kelley, 50, and Raymond
Petty .Officer Paul Lunetta of the
Robideau, 40, both of East Bridgewater, Scituate Coast
Guard station, said the
drowned when their 21-foot Fiberglas mouth of the
NorthRiver has been a
cabin cruiser capsized in the dangerous dangerous spot for years.
waters at the mouth of the North River.
"I'm sure we'll do something about it,
especia lly
after
Monda y's
Richard Kelley, 18, managed to swim accident,"Lunett
a said. He added a
200 · yards to safety. He was treated at warning
flag may be used in the future
South Shore Hospital in ~eymouth for when the waters
there are rough.

Compiled by Pamela L. Grimes, Comment staff
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College graduates get pre-approved credit and $400 cash back
on any of tliese new Ford cars and trucks.
Your New England Ford Dealers think you should be rewarded for
those countless essays and pulling more all-nighters than you care
to remember. That's why we've introduced a hassle-free way for
college grads to buy a new Ford car or truck.
We'll give you pre-approved credit and .$400
cash back to be
..,

w.
rpu
.
But you must take delivery by Dec. 31. . · . · . ·• .. '.
. To qualify, you must earn a bachelor'sdegree from afour-year
college, or an advanced degree from an accredited institution,
between Oct. 1, 1988 and Jan. 1, 1990. ·
Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. Proof positive of the value .
of an education.
See yourNew England Ford Dealer for details. For more ,
information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536.
ea

s
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Flags gently sw_ay in the breeze in a cemetery off of Summer Street. On April 17, Patriot's Day, thousands of Americans honored those who had fought in
battles for the country. (Staff photo by Bryon Hayes).

FRE E CON CER T!!

BS C Jaz z Or che str a Tue sda y, May 2, 7:30 p.m .
Hor ace Man n Aud itor ium -

_30t h -Ann ive rsar y ,
S\Ving - Bop - Fusi on - Stude nts - Alum ni - Comm unity Guest Profes sional s
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OJenifer
cont.from p. 1
need to step through that door," he
said.
He stressed the importance of
defining a goal, and striving to
achieve it
"What do you want to be?" he
asked. "When can you get there,
and how much money do you need
to do it?'9
Once the college has set a specific goal, and plan, then it will be
easier to find ways to work toward
improvement
He compared Bridgewater to
William and Mary (Va.), and said
that there is no reason that BSC
cannot be on a level of competition
with that level of institution. "As a
state college, as opposed to a university or community college, it is
more difficult to find a specific
niche," he stated. "There's a need

By Marci Hahn

Comment staff
Tum-outs for the SGA sponsored primary elections were better
than expected. The voting, which
decided who the two candidates
for the positions of SGA President,
Vice President, and Student Trustee would be, brought out approximately 850 voters in the BSC com-

7

Chancel lor calls Murphy good choice
to stay accessible to a diverse
population, but focus on high quality teaching."
He said that BSC could be the
."private of the publics," demanding only the "highest quality and
detennination to attend."
If Jenifer could find one problem
at BSC which was a hinderence t.o
that idea, it was that "there is too
much infighting."
He feels that, for some reason,
people and factions here are too
willing to fight amongst themselves, preventing any truly major
accomplishments from being
made.
He felt that if the people involved in BSC would "pull together as a community," the college would be "poised to be one of
the best colleges in the Commonwealth.''

0 Presid ent race
cont.from p. l
students. A change is needed,
and you (the students) can
bring about that change."
Concheri said "I feel my
working knowledge in the
SGA would put me a step
ahead of Mike Rothberg." He
also said, as President, he
would like to see that more
money goes to the students.
"This would be given top
priority". he said.

Thursday, April 20, 1989

Also decided in the primaries
earlier this week was who the
candidates for Vice President
were to be. The two chosen
were Michael Della Penna,
who had 427 votes, and Dan
Coady, who had 274. Also
running was Michael Leonard,
who had 261 votes.
The final elections will be
held next week in the Campus
Center, on Tuesday, April 24,
and Wednesday, April 25.

munity.
The approximate total of 850
voters was larger than the total
number of votes cast last year in
the final elections. Elections Director Lisa Clary was pleased with the
turn out, and hopes that the number of voters will remain the same
or increase when the final elections
are held early next week.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

By John Burns
Comment staff
The selection of Lt. Gov.
Evelyn Murphy t.o be the keynote speaker at this year"s commencement exercises has been
the source of some amount of
controversy at Bridgewater
State, in recent weeks.
When asked his opinion on
the issue, Chancellor of Higher
Education Franklyn Jenifer
stated that if he were a graduating senior, and Murphy had

been invited to speak, he would
be "tickled."
Questioned whether he
thought Murphy, running for
governor in 1990, might take
the opportunity to turn the ceremonies into a campaign appearance, Jenifer responded that he
didn't see that as being a problem.
He said Murphy is an "education person." "Her training is in
education, she has always been
a strong supporter of education," according to Jenifer.

The chancellor added that
Murphy's dedication to
strengthening the field is evident in the "Blueprint 2000"
plan for education development.
The Board of Trustees announced the selection of
Murphy at their March meeting,
an announcement which
prompted complairits from vari.:.
ous students and faculty. Representatives of CREEd also
voiced disapproval with the
decision.

Atten tion
BSC Stud ents
The Campus Police have numerous articles of clothing, glasses, books,
and other objects in their possession which students have lost, but never
picked up. If these objects are not claimed soon, they will be distributed to
various charitab~e organizations.If you have lost a pair of glasses, book,
etc, please contact Campus Police at 697-1380.
WE REPAIR
MENS & LADIES
SHOES AND BOOTS
ZIPPERS REP AIRED

LEATHER GOODS

Prom
Dresses

& ACCESSORIES

Formal Outlet 50°k Savings

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A
10% DISCOUNT. ONE PER
CUSTOMER·

*BRIDESMAID'S
*FLOWER GIRLS
·*PROM GOWNS

2(fitfi{een's ~orma( Otttfet

2BROADST.

BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324
GARY McCARTHY

(508) 697-8360

*MOTHER'S
*EVENING WEAR
*FLOWER GIRLS

AT SUPERIOR CLEANERS
435 Pleasant St., Fall River, MA 1-508-674-9566
HOURS: Mon-Sat. 10-5 Closed Wed.,
Open Evenings By Appointment

An education for those who can't look the o~her way.

YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU ·
COULD TAKE TRIS SUMMER.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It's exciting
and it may be your last opportunityt~ gr_aduate with an Army Officer's comnuss1on.

ARMY ROTC
THE. SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
FIND OUT MORE. CONTACT
STONEHILL COLL~E ARMY ROTC
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
ROOM 202 (508) 230-1365

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve College of Human
Development Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a p~-time or fulltime basis combining classroom theory with practical,
hands-on experience.

Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Science

Programs

• Counseling Psychology ·
•Exercise Sciences
•Human Resource
Counseling
• Physical Education
•Recreation, Sport, and
Fitness Management
• Rehabilit.ation Counseling
•Speech-Language Pathology
& Audiology .

Master of Education
Programs
•Counseling
• Con:1ulting Teacher of
Reading
•Curriculum & Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
~ Special Education

Nondegree Certification
Progrm
• Counseling
• Element.ary.& Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
•Special Education

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastem

University

An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.
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This old house stand off to the side Route 28 in Bridgewater. As spring moves closer, the
forsythia bushes to the right have begun to bloom.

Mirrored in its own reflection stands a maple tree. Wrth the
warm spring weather, trees ore starting to bud their leaves.

Scenes of
Staff photo by Bryon Hayes

Let the river run, as it flows from here towards East Bridgewater. Due to the high amounts
of spring rain. the river has swelled to near capacity.

Jnder the board walk it's not. This is the railroad bridge, located in the center of Bridgewater. Here, a barn can be seen; which ls off 9f South Street. With
:ill the warm spring weather that we have been having, getting out and experiencing the sights and soundings of springtime in Bridgewater is a must.

The Comment
Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Pancakes/ syrup
Scrambled eggs/ sausage
Toast/butter/jelly

Vegetable soup
Meatball sub
Fish square on a bun
Onion rings

Vegetable soup
Shake & bake chicken
Meatloaf
Zucchini & tomato
Mashed potato

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
Waffles/syrup
Toast/butter/jelly

Clam chowder
Tuna noodle casserole
Grilled cheese
French fries
Corn

Clam chowder
Filet of sole
Taco bar
Onion rings
Spinach/carrots

Saturday, 4/22

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Eggs to order
French toast
Toast/butter/jelly

Minestrone soup
Hop pastrami
Grilled pepper steak
French fries
Peas

01JIDOORCOOKOUT
•hotdogs
•hamburgers
•corn on the cob

Sunday, 4/23

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Eggs to order
Waffles
Toast/butter/jelly

Beef noodle soup
Italian sub
Chicken croquettes
Home fries
Sliced carrots

Beef noodle soup
Roast turkey
Stuffed shells
Mashed potato
Broccoli/corn

Monday, 4/24

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Grapefruit halves
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
Waffles
Toast/butter/jelly

Clam chowder
Tacos
Chicken pot pie
French fries
Carrots

Clam chowder
Roast sirloin
Fried cod
Mashed potato
Mixed vegetables

Tuesday, 4/25

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Scrambled eggs/ bacon
Pancakes/syrup
Toast/butter/jelly

Cream of mushroom soup
BLT sandwich
Fish stix & beans
Spinach

Cream of.mushroom soup
Maccaroni & cheese
Chicken cutlet
French fries
Italian vegetables

Wednesday, 4/26

Assorted juices/ doughnuts
Cold cereal
Fresh fruit
Cheese omelet
French toast

Com Chowder
Sheppard's pie
Pastrami
Green beans

Thursday, 4/20

Friday, 4/21

M
E
N

u
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Com chowder
Roast pork
Corn
Pasta bar
Italian v cgctablcs

Request Line
697-1303
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Viewpoint
Don't forget
to vote
T

he·. Stude.nt Government Association's Primary
Elections are finally over. Now, the remaining
candidate's attention focuses upon the finals. As
their attention shifts, so should the students.
During this past set of primaries, there was a voter
tum-out of over 850 people-- more than the total that
voted in last years final elections, and one of the higher
tum-outs in recent memory. This shows one point: that
students are taJdng an interest in who will lead them
for the upcoming year.
The one problem which may now result, however,
is that students will forget to vote, since they "have
already voted." Many students do not realize that the
"first time" they vote is to determine the finalists for
one of the numerous Student Government Asoication's
positions. The next time is the all-important one.
The second time voting is for the selection of the
candidate who will represent their views as Student
Trustee; who will make decisions concerning the
student's money, as SGA Congressmen, and how the
SGA will be run, as SGA President. But, this choice
can only be made by voting.
·
The candidate's main statements have centered
around the fact that they want to "open communication
between the students and the administration." The best
way for the students of Bridgewater State College to
show this is by electing those people who will be
willing to work with the administration and not for
them. Students.need a say in the day to day actions of
the college. By electing their representatives, this
process can be better facilitated. The only way to do
this is if students get _out and vote.

are

show that< you
concerned about how the college is, ..
being run and what people are in the positions to effect
changes on this campus. On these dates, get out and
vote.

Hall 'thanked' for his
efforts and actions
To the Editor:
This letter is in reference to the
editorial by Chris Perra, President
of the Political Science Club and·
writer for the Comment. Peira
has conveniently used his title
and position in the Comment to
slander a presidential candidate.
I think everyone rem~mbers
Craig Hall ,s bill burning on
Boyden' s steps ·and the student
march up to the President's Office. That was an act on behalf of
every student on this campus.
Everyone feels they can trust
Craig Hall and

Business Manager
Edmund.Ward
Advertisinfl Manager
Camille Grasso
Sports Editor
Tom Magee

Copy Editor
Michael Abusheery

I know everyone will support
him as the S~G.A. Presidential
candidate.
Just because these "g\}tless
wonders,, in our S.G.A. have not
attended one rally or Educational
Committee meeting what gives
them the right to call Craig Hall a
..grand standers." I would like to
personally thank Craig Hall for
his efforts, and he has my vote.

Congressman expresses views
on return of MassPIRG to BSC
question to the SGA and asked
them to please suspend their per. My name i,s ~k VanDyke and I sonal opinions about MassPIRG
am currently a·congressman in the and to decide if students had the
S.G.A. I would like to talk about right to vote during the elections,
Student Rights, MassPIRG and in- on the MassPIRG Question. I did
not expect a battle on such a
volvement as a community.
simple decision, "Do students have
About 2 weeks ago, I was ap- the right to vote?" Nevertheless, 4
proached by a MassPIRG student SGA members voted against the
directed representative. She motion. The motion won 10-4-0.
wanted to talk to me about Mass- There will be a question on the
PIRG and asked me what I thought ballot.
students wanted since I could not
Now I urge the students of Branswer I decided to support a ques- idgewater to vote yes and support a
tion that would be put on the elec- MassFIRG (Massachusetts Public
tions ballot to ask students directly Interest Research Group) chapter
about MassPIRG. I presented the
on campus. I believe that the $4
To the Editor:

Kirk V anDyke

Appreciatin g those who volunteer
their time and energy to Girl Scouts
To the Editor:

It was a Girl Scout volunteer
who instituted a bottle recycling
program and who ran a benefit
supper to aid a local girl with bone
cancer. It was a Girl Scout volun-

and young woman of our communities.
April 22 is Leader's Day. The
Plymouth Bay Girl Scout Council,
Inc., would like to recognize and
celebrate its volunteers for the time
and expertise they have;,fe , ... .· 1

with substance abuse; and gaining
the mathematics and scientific
tools necessary to compete ip
today's technological environment.
Over 99 percent of Girl Scout
adults of the Plymouth Bay. Girl

. ;Mi~i:Bd1~t~~

"''·" chusetts · ·
religiously diverse group. Most of community to help us continue and
them are business people. They are expand our efforts to provide the
teachers and secretaries. They kind of opportunities that foster
work in medical fields and on self-confidence and resourcefulnewspapers. There is even a hy- ness in tomorrow's leaders.
Sincerely,
drological engineer. But they all
have on thing in common - the
Barbara A. DeGraw
investment they have made and
will-continue to make in the girls
President
, 1.-UllllvCU.1)

people one Sunday afternoon.
It was a Girl Scout volunteer
who recently ran a series of workshops dealing with some of the
, contemporary issues facing young
womM today. Issues such as preventing child abuse and youth suicide; growing up female; dealing

MSCA member approves of Lt. Governor
Murphy as BSC's commencement speaker
Editor's Note: the following is a
copy of a letter sent to Lt. Governor Evelyn Murphy.
Dear Lt. Governor Murphy:

It has recently come to my attention that a few members of the
Bridgewater State College faculty
William Toth
have expressed their disappointClass of 1990 . ment in your being selected as our
Commencement Speaker.

As Acting President of the Bridgewater Chapter of the Massachusetts State College Association
and also as a member of the committee that made the decision to .
invite you to speak, please know
that their opinion does not reflect
the feelings of all the faculty/librarians here on campus. While I
certainly cannot speak for all of the
faculty/librarians, I do know that
many of us are aware of your sup-

The Comm ent
since 1927

Managing Editor
John R. Burns III

waivable fee is fair because it is a
democratic decision to assess ourself a fee. Even if the question
passes and you still disagree with
the fees or the chapter you still do
not have to pay· and you may
waive it or take it off of your bill.
I think it is important for Bridgewater to be properly represented in
this statewide organization. This is
not a Boston pirg or Western
MassPIRG, this is MassPIRG and
BSC is a community in the state
and we can do something for ourselves.
Thank you.

Editor-in-Chief
Bryon Hayes

News Editor
Marci Hahn

Advertising Secretary: PatrtCia Hogan
Staff: Peter Ashworth. Louise Calandrella, Angela Comacchioli. Paul Cournoyer,
David Fl.anrtery, Ronda Davis, Nicole Roianski, and Martha Thomson.
Foreign Correspondent: Christine Howard

port of public higher education and
your commitment to the future of
the Commonwealth as we approach the year 2000.
I am looking forward to hearing
your commencement ~peech.
Sincerely,
Charles C. Robinson
Acting President
MSCA/Bridgewater Chapter

Arts and Entertainment Editor
Caitlin Andrews.
.

Advertising Designer
Stephen McPhee

Photo Editor
Debra Willis
Copy Editor
P(lmela Grimes

The Comment is a student supported andoperatedweekly newspaper serving the academic community ofBridgewciter State•College. Editorial policy is
determined by the Editor-in-Chief, in consultation with the Executive Board. Republication of any mat~rial contained herein is prohibited without the
expressed written consent of the Editor-in-Chief. All material submitted becomes the property of the Comment. Letters to the Editor are encouraged,
but may be limited to 250 words, and must be typed. Letters, classified advertisements and all other written materials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available upon request Any person wishing to join the Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or the Managing Editor. All
.corresponence should be directed to the Comment, Campus Center, Bridgewater State Colle~e. Brid~ewater, MA 02325. Telephone (508) 697-1200, ext. 2158.
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Letters & Col umn s
Supporter for Hall
questions candidates

Perra respond s to allegati ons of
unfairn ess on.his part
To the Editor

To the Editor:
As the favorite 1:0 win the S.G.A
Presidency, Craig Hall has taken
tremendous heat speaking out on
students rights both from the State
and an insensitive and self-promoting group. on campus (Political
Science Club). anyone hear of
them or their advisor? This for
fighting for lower tuition and quality education at our school. All of
us see their action, they realize
they are losing their choke hold on
Our Student Government. (Sic)
These fakers who have for years
made students squirm and kneel
before them because of their control over our money. It seems too
coincidental that Pat Pearce (Chair
of Congress) and Chris Concheri
(Treasurer) both belong to the

same fraternity, while Pearce and
Chris Perra (Congressman Comment writer)sic live together, and
when Pearce, Perra, Tucker (Executive Advisor) and Concheri
(who dealed his integrity to secure
$12,000 for the Accounting Club,
His Club, to vacation in London),
are all seeking the highest positions in Student Government They
have played this game for four
long years, let's put an end to it

While speaking with several
people on campus, I have heard
several objections raised in regards to the Political Science
Club's letter to the editor concerning Craig Hall.
Let me make a few clarifications - clarifications which
would be unnecessary if some
people took the time to do a little
research.

now.
We hope Craig Hall wins the
position of S.G.A. President, if not
B.S.C. will have lost it's only
chance o( regaining their Student
Government back from the leaches
that have degraded our entire campus and us, The Students.
Thank you.
Ellen Yezukevich
Class of 1990

Get the facts straight

First, at the time the letter was
written, I was no longer on the
staff of The Comment. Second,
any student or group of students
has the right to send a letter to
the editor expressing their views.
Third, the letter was sent after
the Political Science Club.voted
to send it. It was not an individual decision.
The Political Science Club

stands by every single word of that
letter.
Craig Hall became "conveniently concerned" about two
months prior to the presidential
campaign - conveniently concerned with MassPIRG, conveniently concerned with SSAM,
conveniently concerned with the
budget crises.
Ask Craig Hall where he was
last semester when clubs had to
chase him around the ~ampus to
get their constitutions approved.
The bottom line is that many
other people believe, most people
have put a lot of time and effort
into SGA. Contrary to what many
people believe, most people in student government aie concerned
about doing their jobs to the best of
their ability. Most spend a lot of
time working on budgets,

S GA projects and Congressional Committees.I don't see
other people on campus rushing
to run for office. I don't see
many other people spending their
Tuesday nights listening to hours
of motions and proposals. I don't
mind doing this - I enjoy it.
People have no right to complain
when they have been sitting on
their asses for the entire time
they have been here.
What really disgusts me is
when people start making
speeches claiming they will provide leadership into the 90's
when a couple of months ago.
They could have cared less about
student government.
It's easy to tell that, once
more, resume padders are out in
force. ·
Christopher Perra
Congressman-at-Larg e

Studen t accuses Perra and
er of 'lack of ethics'

By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
After noticing numerous Letters
to thv Editor submissions which
have come in over the past week, I
must make numerous comments
about these letters. No~ally, I do
not respond in this manner, but
when the Comment has charges
made against it, I must react.
William Toth states that Chris
Perra,. Congressman, "conveniently used his title and position in
the Comment to slander a presidential candidate;" Mark Pino' s
letter states that there is a problem
concerning ethics when Perra
submits an ..editorial" as President
of the Political Science Club,
while being a writer for the Com-

ment.
Let's get one point straight.
First, when Perra submitted his
"editorial" as Pino stated, he was
not a member of the Comment
staff. The laSt is·sue he was part of,
as a staff member, was March 9;
the issue before spring break. His
"editorial" ran in the April 13 issue. Thus, you bolh have given
false information. Second, Perra
did not write an "editorial" as
Pino so wrongly stated. You did

not write an "editorial" either.
Editorials are written by the Editorial Board of the Comment. Perra
wrote a Letter to the Editor; the
way the letters are titled. (Gee, real
tough
figure out, huh?) People
like you do not write editorials or
commentaries; those are done by
staff members. Students and personnel not on the· staffof the Comment write Letters to the Editor.
More incorrect information.

to

about the fact that a fellow student
wrote a Letter to the Editor, of a
This is in reference to the · think there is a problem of eth.:
college newspaper. who is quesics. The Comment is deterio"'
comments made by Chris Perra.
tioning one SGA presidential canrating when writers use their
President of the Political Science
didate and supporting another.
positions on the paper for perClub.
Well, you hypocrites, you are
sonal gain while hiding behind
Chris Perra, I assume, is a pocommitting the same "crime " t.11at
a smoke screen as Perra has ·
litical science major, but he has
Perra did. If you believe that
done more than once.
broken every rule both in politics
Perra' s actions were wrong, then , and journalism. Chris Perra has
I also have a problem with
yours are equal to those, if not
this group as a whole. I've
a right to submit an editorial as
worse. Think about it.
been here for four· years and
the President of the Political
On the remark that there is "a
problem of ethics," by Pino, there
is none. As Editor, I printed .
Perra's letter.for that is his right. I
also printed your letters for that is
your right. Because Perra supports
one candidate, not your candida.te,
does that mean I should not print
spread by a group who do not
his letter? This appears to be what To the Editor:
mind seeing their car insurance inyour are implying. I suggest that
crease year after year.
On
Tuesday
April
25
and
you examine your own standards
of ethics before so inaccurately Wednesday 26, a very important
Don't let this handful of indiquestion wiU appear on the SGA
accusing people of wrongness.
As for the line, "The Comment ballot - should MassPIRG be rees- , viduals whose bias against Massis deteriorating when writers use tablished and funded through a $4 PIRG borders on the pathological
their positions for personal gain," waivable fee on the student bill? handful of students who: unfortuand the notion of breaking rules in As a member of Bridgewater Stu- nately for all of us, occupy posithe field of journalism. it is you dents for MassPIRG, I strongly tions of influence on campus. Such
who have broken the rules of jotµ"- urge you to vote yes on this ques- a situation needs to be changed.
nalism. The first and foremost rule tion ..
These individuals repeatedly asis to make sure you have your ·
serted
that M.assPIRG's concerns
I
joined
MassPIRG
last year
facts correct. You have gross erwere
not
because
concerns of the average
I
believe
the
issues
the
rors in your letters, and, as the
BSC
student,
organization
that the organization
is
concerned
with,
Comment states in its letter's polhas
no
business
such
as
being on a college
the
quality
of
our
water,
icy, "The Comment cannot be
the
improper
campus.
disposal
of
_toxic
held responsible for factual errors
within letters." Thus, you people wastes, the. high cost of auto insurIn response to that, I would like
are wrong and have broken the ance., consumer protection and
to
them to find a single person
hunger
and
homelessness
to
a
rules, not the newpaper.
So remember, if you are going name a few - are serious problems am()ng us who can say, with a
straight face, that they are indifferto push for an argument, make that need. to be dealt with.
I also joined in the actions ent to the presence of carcinogen-.
sure you have your facts straight.
Otherwise, youappearto be a bla- showing a disgusted reaction to ics in our drinking water, or who is
tantly wrong and misinformed the distortions qd falsehoods not troubled by the illegal disposal
about MassPIRG that were being of toxic wastes, or who doesn't
individual

I support Craig Hall and ·1
hope the rest of this campus
does because of the malicious
lies being printed against him.
Good luck Craig and you
have our support.
Mark Pino
Class of .1989

Preside nt of MassP IRG at BSC
speaks out against an 'organi zation'
say your opinion about the work
of an organization compos€d of
decent and caring people who are
trying to work within the system to
all~:viate these pressing concerns.
Maybe those opposed to MassPIRG feel they aren't affected by
these problems, but they affect you
and me.
Next week, ·on Tuesday and
Wednesday, we can show the
administration and the Commonwealth that as students we are not
indifferent to our world around us
and realize that our problems are
not going to be solved by pretending they don't exist. Let's not
waste this important opportunity vote yes!
Thank you
Jack Coleman
President, Bridgewater
Students for
MassPIRG
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Atte ntion
. ·BSC Clubs and Organ ization s
The Comment will be accepting articles
introducing your group to the incoming ·
freshmen and new students, for the our
Orientat ion Issue, which will be
published for Freshmen Orientation.

Deadline for all clubs and
organi zation s to submi t.their
article s will. be· Wedn esday, ·
. May 3 ·at 5 p.m. ·
The Comment
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International night attracts big crowd
It was an evening filled with sharing recipes, dances, and songs
By Chris Carswell
Contributor

dancers perform for
audience who attended the annual
International Night which was held in the Bdllroom, last Thursday evening. (Staff photo
by Debra Willis)

The band was late getting set up.
The communication to the caterer
was confused so we had to use
If this is not a typical sappy paper and plastic ware on top of it.
story I do not know what is. Last Finally, the organization of food
year I went to the International trays was defayed. But after all that
Night as a typical college sopho- and the ensuring delay in entertainmore and ended up being one of ment, nobody seemed to mind.
ten students in attendance. Need- The evening became the success
less to say, being somewhat cultur- for which International Night has
ally deprived in our thriving me- become known.
tropolis of Bridgewater, I stayed
the duration enjoying all the food,
Of the two hundred or so people
entertainment, and liveliness the in attendance, at least half were
international students had to offer. students- a substantial rise from
In the end, I got home at five a.m. last year's attendance. The marked
and was a new member of the interest of the BSC students in
club. Being an active participant multi-cultural events is much apthis year was a twist; one that preciated and respected, by the
brought renewed enjoyment and members of the International Club.
added pride and a sense of mem- As a member of the club, I hope
bership.
they will encourage othci:s to join
Well, to start off with, events did in the fun next year.
not go strictly as planned.
cont. on p.14

New contraception pill
creates controversy
':;:to s.ome it is known as "The

Roussel-Uclaf ·research and
marketing has been paralyzed
by pressure from anti-abortion
groups in France. There have
been regular demonstrations at
Roussel-Uclaf headquarters and
at the Ministry of Health.
French prolife groups have
threatened to boycott products
ofRoussel-Uclaf and its parent
company Hoecht of West Germany.
As a result of these protests.
distribution of the drug was
temporarily suspended last October. The international body
of gynecologists and obstetricians was outraged by the decision to stop the distribution.
These doctors joined forces
with the French government
and forced Roussel-Uclaf to
again sell the drug. RousselUclaf compiled with
the
government's order, but made
an unpublicized decision to ban
sales of RU-486 outside of

French Pill." Others call it ''The
Death Pill.,. Whatever the
name, RU-486 will be controversial for years to come.
RU-486 has been by doctors
and family planning groups
worldwide as a safer and less
expensive alternative to ending
pregnancy. It is solely produced
by the french pharmaceutical
company Roussel Uclaf. The
drug is presently available exclusively in France.
About one hundred family
planning clinics in France are
dispensing the drug to women in
the first trimester. The women
normally take RU-486 in pill
f~nn of 600mg. They return
two days later for an injection of
prostaglandin, which enhances
RU-486's action and reduces the
risk of hemorrhage. The chemi. cal abortion costs about. one
hundred dollars.
The French. government is france.
The World Health Organizasatisfied the RU-486 has no serious side effects. The new pill is tion (WHO) estimates that
95% effective in causing a com- 500,000 women die each year
plete abortion by chemically from. pregnancy. Well over
inducing amiscarriage. RU~486 100,000 of these deaths are due
and prostaglandin must be taken to primitive abortions. WHO
together in the first forty-nine says they will seek ways to ledays of the last menstrual cycle. gally enable other companies
This type of abortion eliminates to produce and market RU-486,
the possibility of the surgically for which Roussel -Uclaf holds
perforated uterus or bowel, and the patent
Meanwhile, Roussel-Uclaf
greatly reduces the risk of hemorrhage or infection from the claims that they will release the
botched abortion. Officials of drug only in response to an offithe World Health Organization cial appeal from a foreign govsay this is safe and efficacious ernment. China is widely conalternative to the unskilled abor- sidered to be the most likely
tions in the third world coun- cont. onp.16

James Curtin interprets his visits to the barber shop in the dance he choreographed, entitled
Hairassment. This dance was one of many choreographed by other students involved with
the BSC Dance Company. (Staff photo by Michael Abusheery.)

Dance Company stretches
the limits of modern dance
By Peter Ashworth
. Comment staff

Pull Yourself Together in a
Dragnet for a Hoedown
Showdown.. I Believe I've Gone
Mad because of the Hairassment
on Spoon River. But it is Cool to
· do· a.Dancmg. Hymn because Life
is a Ballroom. Ifyou think that.this
is a secret code for James Bond,
you are mistaken. If you still do
not know. what I mean, you missed

Melissa Tarzopoulos, Nancy dance was reminiscent of the roarWade, Kimberly Gannon, and ing twenties and the simpler times
James Curtin were the student cho- of the fourties .
reographers whose additions to the
I Believe I've Gone Mad choreoshow made the evening quite spec- graphed by Nancy Wade, was a

tacular. Patty Rayburg and Kari
Wenzel were the professibnal choreographers that gave the dance
concert a certain flair:. Professionals Sharon ·Weiner· and .Daureen
Scullen participated and showed
their expertise in thefr solo .performances. And of course, Dr.
Nancy Moses faculty advisor of
a wonderful show.
Last Friday and Saturday the the. D(Ulce Company •. brought the
Bridgewater Dance Company whole production together successpresented Dance Kaleidoscope.' 89 fully, with her innumerable talents.
There were several wonderful
in the Campus CenterAuditorium.
They presented several different moments in the show. The piece
styles and genres of dance. The Life is a Ballroom choreographed
themes of the dances ranged from by Nancy Moses, was a very entertaining number featuring the charserious to just plain silly.
The dances were choreographed leston, a tango, the lindy, and the
by both students
professionals swing. It was sharp and crisp. The

and

sµccessful dance among the audience for .its strange and thoughtprovoking theme. The antics of the
dancing hairdressers and customers in .Hairassment by James
Curtin, were entertaining by ·the
"shear" silliness of the piece.
The effect of Pull Yourself Together by Kimberly Gannon was
111agical and enjoyed by all.· It is
not often that the·right hand is so
·separate from the left. A number
from ~west Side Story," Cool choreographed by Kari Wenzel, was a
delight to the senses. The precision
movements rivals those. of a professional company.
Quest by Patty R~yQUJ'.g~ was a

cont. on p.14
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How does it feel to be
someone with AIDS?
Barbara Swartz, AIDS Coordinator for Bridgewater State College Health Services and the
AIDS Task Force, has invited a
person living with the AIDS virus
to speak to students, faculty, and
staff Tuesday, April 25 at 10:50
a.m. The Person with AIDS
speakers program (PWA) is a collaborative effort between Health
Care of Southeastern Massachu setts and the Departme nt of Education and is based on a similar
program operated by the city of
San Francisco. The program has
also received strong support and
advice from the Departm ent of
Public Health. Bridgewa ter State
College is one of the first colleges
in the region to take advantag e of
this new, pilot AIDS education
effort.

The program is designed not
only to give students, faculty, and
staff infonnati on about the disease
and how to prevent it, but also to
explore the human costs of the
tragedy of AIDS and students'
gown risks by having them meet a
person with AIDS face-to-face.
"Health educatiqn is difficult
with healthy, young people who
don't see their own risk to disease.
This program seeks to introduce
the campus community to a person
with AIDS to help them understand that they are, indeed, vulnerable should they engage in various
unprotect ed behavior s," explained
Randy Yates, Health Care's coordinator of the PWA speakers pro-

gram.
cont. on p.15
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A great deal ofP:ffi~ ~~ ~ffort
into this year~'s .,'?~,,~
went
Ted
of
.style
the
wonderfµl pi~in
cont. from p. 13

suce.
oun ers o mo em
perb job was done by the company
in Hoedown Showdown, Dragent,
Dancing Hymn, and Spoon River.
The solos, Dance of Apsara and
Awakening were also well performed.

~jtpajAeff.This~

have been ili~'best productio n that
the BSC Dance Company has ever
done. Each year they continue to
grow, improve, and dare to go
beyond the usual dance. If this
trend continues , I can not wait to
see them next spring.

0 Int ern ati on al
the Scottish, Irish, Canadian , and
Chinese players, to the modem day
love song written and .performed
by students. But for those who
waited, the final act was the exotic
and sensual Cape Verdian dancers
who came from a Boston high
·
school to perform.
The Internatio nal Night has become such a success, that the International Club is plarining to-put together a recipe book for those who
are interested in finding the special
international secrets in cooking·.

cont. from p .13
The evening consisted of a din-

ner,

multi~cultural

entertainment,

and a dance. Most of the food was
prepared by students 1 with dishes
such as curried chicken, a Chinese
noodle dish two Italian pastas,
Cape Verdian steward· turnovers ,
and several desserts. Half of the
entertainm ent was perfonned by
members of the college.
It ranged from the intricate
moves of the Indian dancers and
mime show, to the folk music of
1

THEfAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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"God help us all."

"Oh, Sidney! Look! I wasn't snagged on the
bottom!"
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"Get 'em up there!"

The Comment

The Sigma Chi fraternity. in
conjunction with the events of
their fundraiser Derby Daze, will
be holding their first annual balloon launch. The event will take
place on the q~ad in. front of Boyden Hall on Friday, April 28 at
noon time; The participants of
Derby Daze· will be "selling balloons" to students, friends, and
families in order to raise money for
a scholarship.
The scholarship will be
awarded to a woman who is self
sufficient and shows financial
need.
This scholarship is set up in the
memory of Terry Auchoin, ':1 student who passed away last year.
Auchoin was involved with the Phi
Sigma Sigma sorority, and worked
hard to earn enough money to get

<>

.--------THl

"The Department of Education wants to continue to help
schools and colleges bolster and

'/JAR CN J1lllGS /JILL

!JI 111 UY JNf/IJNGl. tJN
~SltTUTlfJNll.

RIGJITS.

through college. It is in that spirit
that the scholarship is based.
All students are encouraged to
show their support for the students
involved in the fund raising for this
scholarship, the Cleo Wallace
Center, and the Children's Clinic,
by sponsoring girls in this and
many other events during Derby
week.
When talking to Derby Daze cochairman Dave Rumrill said,
"close to three hundred students
have signed up to participate in
these events..,
Derby Day consists of many different events and contests to determine who will be the weeks winning team. Derby Day will be held
on Saturday April 29, at 11 a.m.
behind the Kelly Gym. Rumrill
welcomes all students to came
watch and cheer them on. in the
fun and exciting events held on
Derby Day.

AIDS lecturer

cont.from.p.14
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Sigma Chi donates
time and money to
scholarship and clinic
By Doug Eckelkamp
Comment staff
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isn't real to students until they
see it. Meeting some person
very much like themselves who
has AIDS helps them see their

SJl~OTINC
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:ex Rand their

~t~p for many schools," said · Hanover Room on the third
floor of the Campus Center at
for the Department of Educa~ 10:50 a.m. All are encouraged
tion. "Somehow this disease to attend.
·

Kevin Cranston, AIDS educator

Mass
IR
Massachusetts Public·Interest
Research Group

Saves us Inoney
1. Auto fusurance Reform Law; lowering rates
8% to 16% (1988).
2. Passage of the Used Car Lemon Law ( 1987) ..

3. Defeated a proposed pay phone rate increase
of 25¢ (1978).
-

Saves our environJDent
, 1. Clean Water Act ( 1987).

2. Hazardous Waste Clean-up Initiative (1986);
cleaning up the toxic dump-site of the Cannons
Engineering Corporation in Bridgewater.
3. Passage of the Pollution Penalties Law (1985) .

•.•and many, many other acomplishments.

II TillClllR ...
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0 New pill

CAN:

cont.fromp.13
first candidate. It is the only other
government besides France to have
approved the pill for local sale.

potential profit margins make the
abortion pill prohibitive.

Large diversified drug companies are also extremely wary of the
If RU-486 remains illegal for immense risk that liability suits
doctors to administer outside may introduce. "In the wake of
France, there is little doubt that he the Dalkon Shield and Copper 7, it
drug will be smuggled out. Black is clear that companies will back
markets will appear "in countries away from abortifacients and conwhere abortion is illegal. Women traceptives," said the drug com-·
will take this drug without medical pany analyst, Ronald Nordman.
supervision. They will be risking
Other analysts say that a smaller
hemorrhage or incomplete abordrug company may be more likely
tion.
Experts in reproductive issues to market RU-486. Their risks
say it will be years before RU-486 would be relatively smaller and
could be sold in the United States. their potential profit greater than a
Ironically, this situation is not a large pharmaceutical ~ompany. As
result of pro-life efforts. Rather, of yet however, no American comdrug companies insist that high pany has applied for a marketing
research costs, coupled with low .agreement with Roussel-Uclaf.

-BSC get into the Guinness Book of
World Records?

-BSC build the world's largest can
pyramid?

-BSC count on you to help?
On Friday, April 21 @noon, bring as

many empties as you can to the tennis
courts behind Scott Hall.
All the proceeds will go to a local charity.

IBSIB.IlIID@m;\W&'ir~m ~'ir&ir~

~'IrUlllIDim~'ir~

<C©ILIL!m@Im

2

FREE
Come in and show your
current Student I.D. Card
and Receive a free small
soft drink or small coffee
with the purchase of any
large sandwich and french fry.

:BSC

Live!

. At B~~~~al!

J2L Spring Concert

·'.·:;.;.~...

..:'" ""'\'

< .: ''.'. .

presented by

The Bridgewater State College Choral Society ·
Friday, April 28 at 8 p.m. in the Horace Mann Aliditorium
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A nn ou nc em en ts
Attent ion Junior s
The Faculty and Librarian
Memoria l Scholarsh ip has been
reopened . Please pick up an
applicati on form outside the
Offices of Student Services in
Boyden Hall. The recipient of
this award will receive a tuition
waiver for two consecut ive
semesters
Complete d applications are due
in the Offcie of Student Services
by Tuesday, April 25.

'Vall Street Journa l's
Manag ing Your
Caree r
The CPP Office has two free

handouts which might be of interest to you. There are different publications of the Wall Street Journal
entitled Managing Your Career.
OneisamagazineUpwardlyMobile
Career Strategies for the 1990' s,
sponsore d by Honda; the other is
the Spring '89 newspape r edition

which includes many excellent articles such as - internship posts
around the world, eight critical skills
recruiters seek in potential new
hires.

Health Services
Because of recent changes in
Massachu setts laws regarding
medication, Health Services will
no longer be able to dispense prescription medication. This will not
affect th<i other services presently
being offered in Health Services.
When it is determined that a student needs a prescription medication, a prescription will be given to
be filled at a local pharmacy.
If you have any questions regarding this change, please call
Janice Murphy, at Health Services
at 697-1252.

Notice from Maxwell
Librar y
Copicards allowing the use of

copy machines without coins are
now available at the Maxwell Library. Copicards may be purchase d
from a dispenser located on the
ground floor of the library near the
bill changer. $1 purchase s an initial
card with a value of $1. Each subsequent $1 revaluatio n of the card
isvalueda t$1.10. Deposito f$5 revalues the card for $5.60; $10 for
$11.40 and $20 for$23.5 0.
As in the past, the recently reconditioned copy machines accept
coins. Cost of the coin copies remains at .10 each.

sponsore d study program s in
Japan, Taiwan, and the People's
Republic of China.
No teaching certifica te is
required , nor is any prior
knowledg e of Japanese or Chinese. What is generally required
is a time commitm ent
at least
several months, a minimum of
one year of undergrad uate study,
and willingness to work hard. For
more information contact: ChinaJ apan Services, 251 10th Street,
N.E., Washing ton, D.C. 20002

of

(202) 543-8237 .
Informat ion available in CPP
Office.

Teach ing in China ,
Japan
Tutor s
China-Jap an Services (CJS) is
a Washingt on. DC research firm
which helps America n and
Canadian undergra duates and
graduate s locate positions as
English instructo rs in Tokyo,
Osaka and Kyoto, Japan and
Taipei, Taiwan. In addition, CJS
provides data on U.S. college-

Earn $5 per hour and make your
own hours. Tutors arc needed in
all subject areas, but especially in
Accounti ng, Compute r Science,
Math, and Foreign Language s.
Interested students contact Joanne
McKee, Progress / Ot.:.trcach
Office, Harringto n Hall, 697-

1241.

Studen t Alumn i
Relations Counc il
SARC - meetings will be held
on Mondays from 6-7 o'clock in
the Plymout h County Room;
Campus Center. New members
are welcome.

Studen t Referr al
Servic e
Many part-time job opportunities available . If you are
looking for a part-time job stop
by and check out our listings.
Our office is open Monday Friday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. We are
located in Tillingha st Hall T-6.
cont. on p. 18
Ma.kc $300.00 or more at one group
meeting. Student organizatio ns,
fraternities, and sororities needed to
conduct marketing project at your
next meeting period.

Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext.110

Classifieds
rp

Mrs.

Cruise Ship Jobs: Now hiring
Men and Women. summer and
Career Opportu nities (will
1984' Renaul t Encore - train). Excellent
Pay Plus World
46,000 miles. Needs engine
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Carbut otherwise . perfect. Call ibbean,
etc. Call now! (206)
697-2030 .
736-7000 , ext. 367J (call re- fundable).

Begin Your Career At The
Rooms for Girls: Single or
double. Kitchen privilege s.
Parking spaces. 3 minute

Top: Washington Mortgage
Company Incorporated is seeking aggressive graduating seniors to earn $50,000 to $75,000

F

q

per year or morel Particip re in
our mortgage training program
and advance to the prestigou s
position of loan officer. Working
conditions are excellen t with a
generou s commiss ion structure. Territories are now available in your area to service;
Realtors, Builders, Developers,
Account ants, Attorney s and
other sources of mortgag e
origination. Candidates must be
professio nal, have exceUent
communication and organiza tional skills and possess some
sales aptitude. Find a great
career opportunity in banking
and finance at Washing ton
Mortgage while positions are
still availabl e. Washing ton
Mortgage has over 100 easy to
work with loan programs, in

cu mg;

,
merical, and Investor. Contact
us now as to when we will be
interviewing: 1-800-327-0292.

Great Part-Time Opportu nity: gain experien ce and
earn money by working on
Fortune 500 Companies' marketing programs on campus.
2-4 flexible hours each week.
Applications being taken for
immediate and Fall 89 openings. Call: 1~800-821-1543.

tics and dance (jazzfimprov)
. needed. Also waterfront head,
and Leadersh ip Trainer (to
teach basic counseling skills
to 15, 16 and 17 year olds).
Academ ic credit available .
Non-smokers, good characte r
and love of children. Call or
write Lochearn Camp, Box
500, Post Mills, VT 05058.
(802)333-4211 .

Name~~~~~~~~~~~-

Addres,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone #_..... __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ad (please print)_ _ _ _ _ __

- - - #of Weeks _ _

Cost$
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Announcements
Library Fines
Policy

Public Service Department. If Published by American Express.
3. The Black Collegian's
your club or organization would
The Top 100 Employers
Survey:
like to utilize this service there
Majors in Demand in
the
and
are simple steps to follow.
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan.
1Q89.
Public Service Announcem ent
director of the Maxwell Library,
(P.S.A.) forms are available at
has announced a new library fines
the information booth located on Conserv ation
policy. effective immediately.
Internsh ips
General circulation books and the second floor of the campus
other items incur a fine of .10 per center.
The Student Conservatio n
day kept overdue, to a maximum . To fill these out simply include
Association has over 800 expense
of $10 per item. This amount is your name, the name of your
paid professiona l internships
reduced by one-half if the fine is organization and both a start and
available for the summer and fall
prod when the item is returned. finish date that you want the
Reserve circulations books and message to be read. This form of 1989. Opportuniti es are
Rugby Club
available with the National Park
other items on two-hour or must be written in a speaking
Incest Survivor s
Tired of the same old sports? overnight loan incur a fine of .25 style as it will be read directly Service, U.S. Forest Service,
Group
Try something new and different for the first hour and $1 for each over the air. Once the form is Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau
this spring. Join the Women's additional hour or fraction thereof completed, simply return it to the of Land Managemen t, and other
Open for new members. We Rugby club. No experience is kept overdue, to a maximum of info. booth for director approval federal and state agencies.
by Dr. Richard Veno.
meet Wednesdays at 3 p.m. at the needed to play. Practices are $10 l]er item.
a
incur
Please plan an announceme nt at
items
an
One-week-lo
Counseling Center in Harrington Monday to Thursday. from 3:30
Opportuniti es include backa week to two weeks in
overdue,
least
kept
day
per
$1
of
fine
p.m. to 5:30 p.m .• behind the
Hall. If you are interested, please
patrols, working with
information,
country
more
For
item.
per
advance.
maximum
$10
a
to
student apartments. For more
call Susan Zeichn~r at 697-1331.
endangered species
Public
and
wild
Coons,
Karen
fines
contact
week-loan
oneand
Reserve
information, contact Angela at
assistance, and
visitor
697-1303.
research,
at
Director
charges
Service
Overdue
reduced.
not
are
sting
Public Broadca
697-0027, or Renee at 697-9109.
Positions are
others.
many
holidays
weekends,
on
continue
Rugby- it's worth a try.
Free Guide to
available throughout the United
and vacations. Dr. McGowan said Anorexia -Bulimia
Voluntee r and
States.
the increased fines are intended to Support Group
Internsh ip
deter students from keeping
An anorexia-bul imia anonymaterials .beyond the time they
Pen-Pals· Wanted
Program s
For more information contact
are needed rather than taking the mous support group will be meetStudent Conservati on
The
ing weekly in the Seminar Room,
Students from Poland are trouble of returning them.
The Corporation for· Public
, P .0. Box 550C
Association
located in the Adrian Rondileau
looking for United States pen
Broadcasting is now offering a
, NH 03603 .. (603)
Charlestown
M
Campus Center, each Thursday
free guide entitled: Guide to pals. If you are interested, drop WBIM-F
826-5741.
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
by the Office of Internationa l
Volunteer and Internship
to
available
Free advertising is
Student Affairs, across from the
Programs in Public Broadcasting.
If you have any qu1!stions re- Adult Childre n of
Office of Student Services. in all elubs and organizatio ns
· This 1988-89 edition contains
you may Alcoholi cs
Boyden Hall. A listing is through WBIM, your college garding this meeting,
information about 276 public
Health
of
Murphy,
Mrs.
contact
available for those who are . radio station. To channel your
radio and television stations and
'fho/e will be a group mceti'ft~,,
-J2S.2.
Servic~s, at .69.7
.·
. . .,,tjp;,~-"1'liw11~~~"·"'··"''"··' "''vrar· adult children of alcoholic"s
the
Washington D.C., and Puerto
that provide opportunitie s
Rico
CPP April '89
to students and community
Workshops
people to obtain hands-on
experience in public broadcasting.
A single copy is available free
For the month of April
of charge by writing to:
Wed. 26 2-3:30 p.m. Inter- Publication Sales, Corporation
viewing
for Public Broadcastin g, 1111
Thurs. 27 12-1 p.m. Resume 16th Street, N.W., Washington,
All Workshops require individu- D.C 20036.
als to sign up for them at least one
wee}; in advance.
Join the Women' s

cont.from p. 17
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Do You Think You
Are Physical ly Fit?
ROTC challenges you

every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the
Coun~eling· Center, Harrington
Hall. If you need additional
information, call the counseling
center at 697-1332.

to

"\'jtoikonL9l.ith us and see if you
tCh our S.U\lldard~. Monday
··
~',

·• ly. 6
. ·.•. ···~ . ... . ..ear
· .~· ·.m:~f!lgs.
We hold physical
training at Stonehill College's
new athletic complex.
For more information call
230-1026, or speak with any
campus. All are
ROTC cadet
invited to workout and run with
us.

, lt.v'1'4:)i<l'. ;.,.

: ·•

on

Free for the asking
in the CPP Office

THE SIGN-()F GOOD CENTS
PACKA GE HANDL ERS
Where. else but UPS can you earn:

• $8-9/hour to start
• steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule
• full time benefits for part time work
• chance for advancement for men and women alike
• get paid to get into shape
• no experience needed
•and more!

Contact your Student Employment office ~(for mor.e information about
other shifts call (617) 762-9911. United Parcel Serv.1ce has facilities in
Norwood, Brockton,Wa tertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and
Warwick, RI.

I SF I

~

United Parcel Service
... for Unlimited PotentialS
Always ·an Equal Opportunity Employer

For everyone.
How to Get a Job Anywhere in
the USA - How to Con-tact
by Bob Adams.
Employers
Student Travel Catalog, The Q's
and A/s of Work, Study, and
TravelAbroa d by the Council on
Internation al Educationa l
Exchange (CIEE)~ The Official
Guide to U.S. Law Schools,
1988-89 (Limited supply).
1. College Placement AnnualsVolume 1. Career Planning

and Job Search
Volume 2. Employers Hiring
Liberal Arts and Managemen t
Science grads
Volume 3. Employers Hiring
Computer Science, Math,
Physics, Chemistry, and E.S. &·
G.grads.
.1. Starting Out-Experts' Guide
·to Success
Articles on: Your career,
Personal Finances, A place to
live, and Leisure/Tra vel.

Internsh ips in Paris·
Internships in Francophon~
Europe (IFE), a non-profi~
organization based in Paris, offers!
American college and university'
students an opportunity to worlq
side by side with the men ancJi
women who create public polic~
in French-spea king Europe. IF~
Internships permits the student tq
observe first-hand, and study the
social and economic structures of
Europe and the contemporarJA
geopolitical world. For further
information, contact Internships
in Francophone Europe, 76, rue
l3elgrand, 75Q40 Paris, France:
·'Telephone 33 (i) 43, 63, 87, 15~

Vista Program
Seeks Volunte ers

in'.

VISTA Stands for Volunteers
Service to America and operates
in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia Puerto Rico and the
'
There are
Virgin Islands.
currently 26 volunteers who are
working on issues such a~
illiteracy, hunger, unemploym ent
and other critical social needs.
Volunteers commit themselves tO
a one year position. Additional
details on the program and
positions l;}re available in the
CPP Office.
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Calendar of Events
Island Night

Concerts
Dave Brubeck
The Zeiterion Theatre has announced that
the concert for Dave Brubeck and the Dave
Brubeck Quartet has been postponed until
Saturday, April 29 at 8 p.m. Tne concert
was originally scheduled for Friday, April
7 at 8 p.m.
Individuals already having purchased
tickets for the April 7 date may use them
April 29. The same seat locations will be
honored. If persons are unable to attend the
new date, present ticket holders may request
a credit or refund. To do so, they must return their tickets to .the location where they
were purchased-- Zeiterion Box Office or
Ticketmaster outlets. Credits can only be
made at tthe Zeiterion Box Office.

The Zeiterion Theatre announces Dr.
John and Jan & Dean, as the entertainers
for the annual fundraiser, Island Night 5, on
Saturday, May 13 at 8 p.m. National Catalog Showroom of New Bedford is the sponsor for this tropical theme party. Tickets are
now on sale at $27.50 each. Tickets are
available at all Ticketmaster locations, or by
calling Ticketmaster at (617) 787-8000. For
more information on Tickets, call the Zeiterion Theatre Box Office at (508) 994-2900.
Island night has been a popular benefit for
the past five years at Zeiterion. To add to
the party atmosphere of the event, all the patrons are encouraged to dress in their Island
best (Hawaiian outfits, straw hats, sandles,
etc.)
Jan & Dean, "the legendary surf rockers," are known for their hits New Girl in
School and Little Old Lady from Pasad-

ena.
The Zeiterion. Theatre and Freestone's
Dr. John, who has been singing the blues
Restaurant and Bar, sponosr of the event, for the past 30 years, will bring his music
apologize for any inconvenience this post- which is a heavy brew of rhythm and blues
ponement may cause.
. to the Zeiterion.
The Zeiterion Theatre is located at 648
For more information on tickets and Purchase Street, New Bedford.
·group packages, call the Zeiterion Box Office at (508) 994-2900. Tickets are also
available at all Ticketmaster locations, or by
calling Ticketmaster .at .(~7) 7$7-8000.
Tickets are ·
at1i$20, $t8, and $16, with
Over $11,000 in prizes will be awarded
~~<;aunt for senior citizens and stuto the best 152 in a contest sponsored by the
American Poetry Association to discover

Contest

new talent The grand prize is $1,000 and
the first prize is $500. Other prizes include
cash, awards, and publication. Entry fee is
free, and everyone is welcome to enter.
Poets may send up to six poems, each no
more than 20 lines. Please place your name,
address on each page and send it to the
American Poetry Association, Department
CT-37, 250 A Potrero Street, P.O. Box
1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061. The deadline
for entries is June 30, and should also be
mailed by this date.
Each poem is also considered for publication in the American Poetry Anthology, a
leading collection of contemporary verse.
During the past six years of sponsorship, the
American Poetry Association has run 30
contests and awarded $120,000 in prizes to
2,900 winning poets.

Health
Good nutrition will not only improve your
health in the short term, but also may reduce
your risk of developing certain cancers later
on in life, according to the American Cancer
Society.
To promote riskreduction through nutrition, the Society's Massachusetts Division
has initiated an Eat Right educational program for April-- Cancer Control Month -and continuing into the month of :May. This
campaign will include activities in the
greater Brockton area.
Local supermarkets, including Stop and
Shop, Shaw's and Purity Supreme/ Angelo's
will sponsor educational displays with taste

tests, free samples, and brochures.
Programs will be held on April 23, some
will be held at Purity Supreme/Angelos in
Brockton on 240 Ashland Street. The program will begin at I p.m.
If there is anyone who would like more
information or a complete listing of the
upcoming programs and where they will be
held, they are encouraged to call the American Cancer Society's Massachusetts Division at (617) 341-4210.

Open House
NOW Foundation
The Boston chapter of the National Organization o,f Women holds an open house
the first Wednesday fo every month. at 7
p.m. Learn what NOW is doing locally and
"nationally to work for equal rights for
women. Learn about how to get involved in
important issues, including abortion rights,
Equal Rights Amendment, lesbian and gay
rights, and economic rights for women.
Work on issues of reproductive freedom,
including access to safe and legal abortion
and birth control, and parenting rights.
Come to Boston NOW"s Reproductive
Rights Task Force meeting on Tuesday,
May 16 at 7 p.m.
Work on pay equity, Up and Out of Poverty, and other economic issues. Come to
Boston NOW's Economic Equity Task
Cont. on p. 20

The Academic Advising Center
is recruiting interested, responsible
upperclassmen to be peer advisors
for the 1989-1990 school year.

ii

A peer advisor.is a student who assists the academic. r;,
,:i
advisors when helping freshmen with such tasks as <~~>

_.·

regist. ration, drop/add and study ski_·us. The peer
M~.
~--~
advisors are also available as an informational resource v
to all students.
.

We would like to invite you to an informal meeting on May 1 at
2 p.m. in the Academic Advising Center in the MaXwell Library.
The present peer advisors and academic advisors will be on hand
to answer·any questions you ma.y have. about this p_osition
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Calendar of Events
Cont.fromp.19
Force meeting on Monday, May 22 at 7
p.m.
All meetings are free and held in the Boston NOW Office at 971 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston. 02215. For more information. call (617) 782-1056.

Somerville Nurses
The Somerville School of Nursing will
hold an open house on Wednesday, April
26 from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. for those people
interested in a career as a professional registered nurse. Faculty and nursing students
will be on hand to provide information
about the program and conduct tours of the
school and hospital.
The school of nursing is a national league
for nursing accredited program leading to a
diploma in nursing. The program offered is .

two academic years in length for full-time
studies. A limited number of students may
elect to enroll on a part-time basis. Graduates of the school are eligible to write the
state board examination for licensure as a
registered nurse.
The Somerville School of Nursing is
locate.d on 125 Lowell Street in Sommerville. Additional information about the
school and the open house may be obtaine.d
by contacting Patricia Dineen at 666-4400,
extension 246.

Save the
Zeiterion
The Zeiterion Theatre's Save the 7.eiterion
Campaign has raised $25,380, of its goal of
$300,000, which it needs by May 31. If it
does not meet this goal, the theatre will have

to close its doors after the summer season of
Broadway musicals. To help, numerous
fundraising events have been planned.
On Saturday, April 22 from 6 p.m. until
12 p.m., at the theatre, there will be a concert, Rocldn' for the 7.eiterion, featuring
several local rock bands. Heavy metal
bands such as New Bedford's own Altar,
Hammersmyth, Spectra, Legend. and
Abaddon. Tickets are $8 each, with the proceeds going to the theatre. Tickets are available at all ticketmaster locations, or by calling Ticketmaster at (617) 787-8000. For
more information, call the Zeiterion Box
Office at (508) 994-290.

Other events include a raffle which is
being sponsored by Freestone's Restaurant
and Bar of New Bedford. For $%, a person
can buy a chance to win 12 dinners for two,
one a month, for the coming year. Tickets
are currently on sale at Freestone's. Other

Be informed:
Listen to a
Person with AIDS

restaurants are also holding similar events
to raise money for the Zeiterion.
The New Bedford Symphony Orchestra
and the New Bedford Public Schools will
raise money for the theatre by selling tickets
to the general public for their Pops Concert
on June 3, which will be held at the Zeiterion.
For more information on how to volunteer
for the phone-a-thon or how to host a fundraising event, please call the Zeiterion
Theatre's Administrative Office at (508)
997-5664. For information on buying Save
the Z buttons, please call the Box Office at

(508) 994-2900.

Singers
The Cantata Singers and Ensemble, directed by David Hoose, will close its 24th
season with an all Bach program, including
Mass in A., This all Bach concert will take
place on Saturday, May 13 at 8 p.m. in Jordan Hall at New England Conservatory, 290
Huntington Avenue, at Gainsborough
Street
Tickets for this show will be $18, $15,
$11, $6, $5
students, and a $2 discount

for

for Senior Citizens.
For more information, call the Cantata
Singers and Ensemble at (617) 267-6502.

Theatre
The Neponset Choral Society has chosen
as its spring production Frank Loesser's
musical The Most Happy Fella, to be presented onSatJ.m:hl.y and Sunday. April 22

am'23,'''amtftl1lJ'11MllW··· 'rt a1rit111ii.28

at the Canton. High School'\~.
~·~

'

AIDS Kills

Learn the Fact
Come Tuesday, April 25 from 10:50 to
12:05 in the Duxbury, Hingham, alld
Hanover Room of the Campus Center,
which is located on the third floor.

Tickets may be reserved at $I 0 each for
evening perfo~ and $8 each for the
Sunday matinee performance. Group rates
are also available. For further information
call (508) 668-9541 or (508) 584-3674.

2

Workshop
The Asian American Respurce Workshop
of Boston will sponsor a city-wide celebration of the Asian/Pacific American Heriatge
Week, entitled America is in the Heart: The
Strength and Spirit of Asian American
through Art and Cul.ture.
The opening night is Saturday, May 6 at
.7:30 p.m. with the musical show "Colors of
Our Vision~" which will feature West
Coastmusician Glen ,Horiuchi's Jazz En-

semble.
Numerous panel discussions and
roundtables have bee ~t up for this event,
whic rnns for the month of May, and part of
June. Some events are free, while others
r.equire admission fees. For more information, call the AARW (617) 426-5313.

Applications will be accepted through April 21
For more Information, contact
Transit Office, Ground Floor, Harrington Hall
Mon. - Fri., 3 .. 5pm
697-.1319
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There's more than one litter foblem
in your neighborho~a.

They neve r asked to be born. But their moth er's
way to reduc e the sad numb er of owne rless dogs
owne rs figur ed the local anim al shelt er woul d
and cats destr oyed this year. It will also incre ase
surel y find them good home s.
.
. your pet's chanc es of living a longe r and healt hier
They didn' t realize that most of the 13.5 million life. That responsibility is yours alone. You'll neve r
unwa nted animals put to death each year are
stop your pets from acting naturally. But if you ·
not strays. They 're pupp ies and kitten s born in
love them , you'll have them fixed.
.
nice home s like .yours that have to be killed to
Talk to your veterinarian. Or conta ct the MSPCA
make room for more.
for a free infor matio n pack et on birth contr ol
Having your pet spaye d or neute red is the only for your pet.

on the move
for animals

Massa chuset ts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animal s
350 South Huntin gton Avenue, Boston, MA 02130 (617) 522-740 0 (In the
Springfield area, call (413) 736-29 n.)
For membe rship information and a free copy of our magazine, Animal
s, call or write the j\1SPCA.
·
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Women's Rugby defeated by Brown
Solid play from Bridgewater women proves futile
The Women's rugby club played started winning some scrum downs and finally suceede by scoring in
a tough game Saturday in which and kept the ball in Brown territory the last try of the day.
they were defeated by Brown Uni- ' for fifteen minutes.
During the game Rugger' s DebTheir hard play paid off as
versity 10-6.
The opening minute of the game Wanda Allen, scrum half. punched bie Hiedenfelter and Denise
was an indication that it would be in the ball for four points. The Murphy suffered minor injuries.
a long, rough, hard hitting game. conversion kick by Allen was good Playing well in the game were
The Brown scrum walked over to tie the game at 6-6. Tensions- backs Maureen Sullivan, Co-CapBridgewater in the first play of the grew high between the players as a tain Rene Buckman, Cathy Schofgame and scored four points. The small fight was started between the ield, Vicki Mazza, and Allen.
extra kick was sucessful to place teams. Neither team wanted to Strong tackles were made by Maggie Shields, Charlene Casey, CoBrown ahead 6-0.
lose.
Captain Angela Cornacchioli,
Bridgewater hung tough and
kept Brown from scoring anymore · The game was back and forth Heather Lambert, and Murphy.
in the first half but
unable to with some fierce tackling being
score themselves due to Brown's made by both teams. With five
This Saturday the team travels to
solid play. In the second half minutes left in the game Brown Mount Holyoke College to play in
Bridgewater got their second wind, made several attempts at scoring a tournament

were

Freshman Minh Vu is undefeated so far this season(5 - 0) as
Bridgewater State' s number 1 singles player. (Photo
contributed by Mike Storey.)

Men's tennis Il1oves to 8 and 1
with victory over Suffolk
The Men's tennis team record
stands at 2-3 after an 8-1 win over
Suffolk on Saturday and a dissapointing 5-4 loss to Stonehill on
Monday.
In the Bears' loss to Stonehill six
of the nine matches went to three
sets and three were tie breakers.
While it was a· heatrbreaking loss,
coach Robinson feels that the talented freshman dominated team
has gained in confidence and poise
from these tense losses.

The

Freshman Minh Vu has emerged
as one of the players in New England and is undefeated at the numfler one singles position with a 5-0
record. Close behind is sophmore
Erci Bergenholtz who is 4-1.
Tri-captain Ho Jun Park has
struggled with his net game but his
experience has enabled him to post
a 3-2 record. Freshmen Mark Faribank:s and Jeff Rothberg have also
contri
·
·

Senior Class with the help of Spinners presents

Air Band '89
Monday, May 1

Campus· Center Ballroom, at 8:30 p.m.
First prize: $100
Second prize: $50
Third prize $25.

$15 Gift Certificate to
Spinners will be given
away between acts!

Tickets go on sale April 24 to 28 in front of the Bookstore or with Ed in Scott Hall, G-20.
Ticket prices are $3
·

a

To enter: fill out registration form at).d return it to the Senior Class Mailbox in the Infonnation Booth or to Ed in Scott
Hall, G-20.·
* Limited number of acts.
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Spo rts .shorts_
This Sunday nights schedule for coed volleybal l goes
as follows: 7 PM Porple
Helmets vs. King Frat and
Lightinin g Force vs. Millionares; 7:45 Dope on a
Rope vs. The Dukes and
Burgenne isters vs. J. Bruckner; 8:30 4B2G vs. M. Sullivan and Macaque -heads vs.
Tequila Slammer s; 9:15
OFF vs. Tony's Tigers.

cont. from p.24
runs were hit by Brandon and
Doherty.
The winning pitcher in the first
game was co-capta in Brian
Whidden , with Jeff Chretien
picking up opponents by a score of

10-2.
Heavy hitting, combined with
poor pitching on the part of the
Hawks was the key to the Bears
victory.

1989 Bridgewater State College Baseball Team

Wo.nm's
acrOSSe

B"ears softb all team crus hes Fitc hbur g State ·L
College in a two game series this past weekend-

.
cont. from p .24
The Bridgewa ter women's softOn the season the team is batting 41 innings, complete d five of the water took 24 shots against
their
ball team's record presently stands a strong .385, leading the team in games, struckou
t 11 with an rival.
at 8-5 after they split their games batting average are:Winn ie earned run
average of 2.18, she is
Maureen Saliba was in goal,
with Worceste r State last Monday. McGarry with a .487; Betty Brown the leader
of the pitching staff. only 8 shots were taken. The deThis is a solid improvem ent over with a .465; and Cindy Mello with Stephani
e Ponte has pitched 39 fense was also instrumen tal, be~
the team's 2-3 start to the year, a .461. McGarry is also leading innings,
struck out 10 and has an cause Plymouth could not penethey have gone 6-2 since that time. · the team in homeruns with two and ERA
of 2.49 but has a record of 2- trate this solid wall.
runs batted in with 18. Cathie Karl 4.
The Lady Bears have several
Over the weekend the Ladybears is ;leading the team in doubles
Overall the team has a .912 home games this week, Saturday,
crushed Fitchburg State in both of with four and is batting .351.
fielding percentag e, nearly perfect Sunday, and Tuesday, April 22,
their games 16-2 and 16-3. On
Outstand ing pitching has come and several of the members of the 23, and
25. All home games will
Monday they split the games with from right-han der Judy Reid, her team
do have a perfect fielding be played out front of Shea-Durgin
The l{awks two runs came in the
Worceste r State 9-2 and 8-1.
record 5-1. She has pitched over record.
Residenc e Hall.
first, on a sacrifice fly to right, and . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - is
----------------------------------,
in the eighth on an error by shortstop Marini.
After two walks by Hawks
pitcher Brett Lewis, Grueter homered over the left field fence, scoring Brandon and Domitrz. In the
top of the sixth, .Grueter had his
second home run of the game; a
solo shot to left. 0 'Donnell added
a pair of runs in the bottom of the
eighth, with a home run. This
made the score 10-2

The bears are currently 11-4 .in
the league, and 3-1 in the MASCAC conferen£~.,,.,Jll~s, ··weekend,
~~fi be playing MAS. \·,,-'CAC rivals Salem State and North
Adams State for a pair of double
.headers . Both games will be

·•\'-~., .. ,_.plmye~Leg~s.Jiicl~~~~~l\lilj)t!i,i'1::'•<•""1'"°''"''':1.\1lff,:lc,Ji'''•/'··::••·!,!:;

''Iitwas
rit rubbing
in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of

last night's gam e''

water. Time for both games is 1
p.m.

"Don't worry,

I will."
-Sir Frantic
let the
"Frantic One"
worry for you!

Write to:
Knights of the Round Tank

P.O. Box 2327
Abington, Ma. 02351

STUDENT &YOUTH
AIRF ARE S

SPR ING/
SUM MER
RATES
BOOK THEM NOW!

ROUN DTRIP S
FROM BOSTON
PARIS -·--- -- - ._from $470
RIO·~------------ from $760
FRANKFURT ___ ·--.. from $470
HONG KONG ----· from $799
SYDNEY - - - ·---from $1170

TOKYO ---- ____ __;.from $758

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicag9
with AT&T Long Distance Service.

Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team

could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him

know who's headed for the Playoffs.

Reach out and touch someone~

If youtl like to know more about
AT8if products and services, like
Iilternational Calling and the ATBff'
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

SAN JUAN ------- from $245
FROM NEW YORK
LONDON ______ from $380
MADRID ____·_·- from $470
OSLO_·______ _ from $410
• FARES FROM ~OST U.S. CITIES

• DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE
• EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES
• MULTI-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD
FARES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE
• TOURS-USS R, CHINA, EUROPE
• CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET
THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK

j 266'6014

~

i 576·4623

273 Newbury St. 1208 Masuchusetts
tl!!"'!!"'lf~
Boston
Ave., #5
ill I ..i I
2116
MA0
~~~;\~8
STA TRAVEL

-ATa.T.

The right.choice.

BRIDGEWA TER ST.ATE ATHLETICS

Bears baseball team wins four out of five
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
The Bridgewater State College
Bears Baseball team played five
games in as many days, and came
away victorious in four of the
contests, defeating Roger Williams
College, Fitchburg State College,
and split a double-header with
Worcester State College. The
Bears played on the Lancer's home
territory and lost the first game, 7. 6, only to come back in the second
to win, also by a score of 7-6. The
Lancers struck early, with one run
coming in the first inning, thanks
to the hitting combination of Mike
Padula's single and Don Malm's
triple.
In the second, the Bears scored
four runs. It began with Ed
Grueter's single to right, followed
by Mike Marini's triple. Also scoring in this inning were Tim Plante,
Jim Domitrz, and Darren Brandon.
Worcester State answered
Bridgewater's fqur runs with five
of their own. Mike Scafidi went. to
first, due to a walk by BSC pitcher
Mike Bruemmel. After a single by
Mike DiMattio, and a error by

Brideau as the winning run, making the score 7-6.
In the second game of the day,
the situation was reversed. Going
into the bottom of the sixth, Bridgewater was ahead 6-5. The
Lancers tied the score, on a single
by Darrin Corenti. Corenti then
stole second, and came home on a
Brideau single.
In the top of the seventh and final inning, Jim Doherty reached
first on a walk, by Worcester State
pitcher DiPalato. Doherty stole
second, and scored on a n RBI
single by Brandon. Pitcher Paul
Duffy held the Lancers in the bottom of the seventh, striking out
Girardi. The game concluded with
DiMaiito hitting into a double
play. The Bears won by a final
score of 7-6.
On Saturday, April 15, the Bears

Pitcher Joe Larson strikes out a player from Roger Wiilllams College as the Bears cruised to played ~e Fitchburg State Falcons,
an easy 10-2 victory. The Bears won four out of their five games they played this weekend .. and easily won both games by
s~ores o~ 12-1 and 11-3, res~~
(Staff photo by Bryon Hayes).
t1vely. Five home runs were hit m
back singles to opposite fields, to
bring the score to 6-4.
The Bears. \\.'Ould get one run in
the third and one in the sixth,

single. This. tied the game at 6
apiece. Worcester, however, would
claim victory in the bottom the
seventh, in classic style.

moved to thlrd on Padula's single. the first game. Marini, Dave Enos,
BSC pitcher David Sheehan, who and Brandon each had one.
0 'Donnell had two
.replaced Bruemmel in the sec;gu
,'tl:e
.~truck out Smith and Mike Girardi.

·~~~---1.~T1od~d~Sm··~iili~c1om"1b•inled~fo·r1b~a•c~k-to--~lllJWfwllli~i\llJjlll.arlu'eltelrls.-llllJ111111Jrlfl"'~"'""lllllll

·wotnen's lacrosse tealll. gains first victory
Plymouth State defeated by a ten to four margin
By Angela Comacchioli

feated and· has yet to lose by a ·· Martha.Wall, Marilyn Gomes, and
Kristin Damore kept excellent
margin less than 14 points.
The Bridgewater defense had an man-to-man coverage, blocked
The Bridgewater Lady Bears excellent game. They had the task shots and stole qie ball frequently.
took on the number four ranked of controlling one of the nations
Goalie Maureen Saliba had 23
Tufts Jumlx>s. The Lady Bears put best attacks. The Lady Bears' de- saves and an outstanding game.
up a real fighrwhich is not evident fense had an excellent game, keep- The one goal came from ~opho
by the 18-1 score. Tufts is unde- ing tight stick and body defense. more Megan O'Connell within the
first ten mim-!tes of the game. The
attack as a whole . only. had six
shots on goal, but they expected as
much from the caliber of the opponent The team perfonnance overall was great for such a young

Comment staff

team.
. On Saturday April 15, Bridgewater defeated rival Plymouth
State 10-4. Thisis. their first win
of the season giving them a 1-4
record. This record is better than
last year where they.didn't get a
win until they had five losses.
The attack dominated the game.
Co-captain Andrea Erickson had a
spectacular game. Erickson lead
the passing game, scored five
goals, and had one assist.
O'Connell also had a good game
with two gbals. Freshman Cynthia
Costa played. well. at· center with
good ball recovery from the draw
and a goal of her own. Kim
Conrad was also an important part
of the passing game and also
seored a beautiful corner shot.
Freshman Rond~ Davis also
scored for the team. Danielle
the teams
Webber, who is one
high scorers, played an important
role and had four assists. Bridge-

of

cont. on p.23

en's lacrosse a
an 0·4 record
By Ronda Davis
Comment staff
The Men's Lacrosse Club has

a deceiving record of 0-4. They
have yet to lose by more' than 4
goals. The club consists uf 27
members, 14 veterans, 13 are
new to new sport.
The BSC team is idea by
player-coach Guy DeWolf, a
junior from Springfield, Massachusetts. DeWolf is also the
team's goalie, and a nine year
veteran in the net He has 127
saves in only the first four
games, a 76% save accuracy.
As a coach he has worked hard
to build team endurance, game
knowledge and basic stickwork. DeWolf also has a full
schedule including six classes,
work, flying, playing goal, and
coaching. His hard work is paying off, but he would prefer to
have a regular coach.
Bridgewater played its first
away game. (second game) at
Gordon College on April 10.
The team had .a good close
game, exchanging goals the
whole game. At the half and
throughout· the game the score
was tied. Gordon scored a
couple in the end to'win 16-12.
Goals were ·Scored by Bill
Baker, Jeoff Jumper,
Hines,
Matt Gillis (2 goals), and Bob
Hoefer with 7. DeWolfhad 32
saves in ··this game.

Joo

On April 12 the BSC team wen
to SMU only to lose 9-5. Despi
the loss, the team gained respec
from the SMU team. The coach o
SMU said "they (BSC) played
good physical game, hard hitting.'
DeWolf had 35 ·saves against th
SMU attack. The five goals cam
from Morris Mulcahey, Bren
Wilcox, and Bob Hoefer with 3
This was a good experience build
ing game far Bridgewater.
Finally, BSC played Brandie
last Tuesday. April 18. Brandie
won 11-9, with excellent te
organization. Brandies is not
terribly fast or skilled team, bu
they have good coaching and pre
determined offensive plays. Th
Brandies team· capitalized on th
few, experienced players within it
plays. Dave Lanti described th
team differences by saying " the
(Brandies)· had a coach and play
which we just don't have yet"
play· that hurt Bridgewater set u
attack .players along the creas
(encircling the goal) who either se
a screen or scored. Goals .wer'
scored for Bridgewater by Mat
Gillis, Jeoff Jumper, Bill Hines
Brendan Wilcox (2), and Bo
Hoefer with 4. Hoefer is leadiri ,
the team in scoring with 15 point
in four games.
Bridgewater Men's Lacross
Club will play at home on.Monda
April 24 and. April 29, 4 p.m
and 1 p.m., respectively~ All horn
games.are play~ out-frontol!h ·
.·
Shea-Durgin Residence Hall.

at

